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Sock Size Notes
Extra Small Sock Size 5-6 fits Children’s Shoe size 3 to size 7
Small Sock Size 6-8 fits Children’s Shoe size 6 to 13.5
Medium-Small Sock Size 7-9 fits Children’s Shoe size 9 to Men’s 4/Women’s 5
Medium Sock Size 9-11 fits Men’s Shoe Sizes 3 to 9; Women’s sizes 4 to 10
Large Sock Size 10-13 fits Men’s Shoe Sizes 9 to13: Women’s Sizes 10 to 14
Extra Large Sock Size 13-15 fits Men’s Shoe Sizes 12 to 16; Women’s 13 to 17
We normally suggest Extra Small, Small, Medium Small and Medium for most pre-K-8
schools, but many of those schools do have need for the Large size also. For our high
school programs, we normally recommend Medium and Large since those two sizes will
fit the vast majority of high school kids. We have occasional call for the Extra Large size
for those schools with some really big boys (shoe size 13 to 17).
The approximate breakdown by grade is as follows:
Extra Small works best for most pre-K kids, though some will need size Small.
Small is the size we recommend for most kids in grades K through 3.
Medium Small is the ideal size for grades 4 and 5, though some bigger 3rd graders and
smaller 6th graders find it works well.
Medium is what we generally recommend for grades 6 though 8 in elementary, but it fits
men up to size 9 and women up to size 10 so it is a popular size for high school.
Large is what we recommend for most high school boys and some high school girls, but
many schools have some 7th and 8th graders who need the larger size.
We follow The Hosiery Association sizing standards and use approved sizing boards for
all of our socks. Socks are, of course, stretchable items, and, depending on the
material that is used, they will typically fit shoe sizes both a little below and a
little above what is recommended in the standards.

